
golfbc.com
Located in Richmond, Mayfair Lakes  

is just 10 minutes from the Vancouver 

International Airport, 20 minutes from 

downtown Vancouver, and a quick  

30 minute drive from the Peace Arch 

border crossing.

BOOK ONLINE! golfbc.com

604.276.0585
5460 No. 7 Road, Richmond, BC  Canada  V6V 1R7

 Fax 604.276.0599  Toll Free 1.800.i.GolfBC 

Email info_mayfair@golfbc.com 
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A Proud Partner of GolfBc.

With world-class courses across British Columbia in Canada and on 

the celebrated Hawaiian Island of Maui, the GolfBC Group is simply 

the finest collection of golf courses created for true golf connoisseurs. 

From the renowned Nicklaus North in Whistler, to the three-course 

paradise of Wailea on Maui, GolfBC offers the most naturally      

beautiful and memorable golf found north of the equator. As 

the largest owner and operator of premier golf courses in British 

Coulmbia and Hawaii, we know the game of golf...it’s our business. 

From a round with friends to any size corporate event to that perfect 

spot for a wedding. Call us. We are GolfBC.
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Mayfair’s meticulous attention to detail and commitment 

to excellence ensures you’ll enjoy the same exceptional conditions — 

round after spectacular round.

At Mayfair Lakes, we make service 
a personal affair — complete with 
the amenities and warm hospitality 
you would expect from the best.

Imminently playable yet infinitely challenging, Mayfair Lakes  

is the perfect golf retreat — a haven where you can escape  

the ordinary, celebrate your personal spirit and indulge your 

passion for the great game of golf.

Mayfair Lakes’ attention to detail is fully evident inside the superb 

clubhouse. Its exceptional amenities and casual elegance make 

Mayfair Lakes the perfect location for weddings, banquets, business 

meetings and receptions. The Lakeside Grill’s relaxed atmosphere 

and great mountain views compliment our exquisite West Coast 

cuisine, where everything is prepared with the finest seasonal 

ingredients, a refreshing twist and then served with care. 

Adding to the excitement of Mayfair Lakes is its fully  

transferable Membership Program, which features many benefits 

including an extensive calendar of events and activities, private 

lounge and exclusive use of the fitness room, sauna and so much 

more. Join us at Mayfair Lakes. Your year-round source for  

spectacular golf. Call us at 604.276.0585 or visit golfbc.com.

With the towering beauty of the North Shore Mountains  

serving as a backdrop, Mayfair Lakes is a genuine golf sanctuary, 

offering a secluded country ambiance that’s just minutes from 

Vancouver. Impeccable course conditioning is a hallmark of 

the Mayfair Lakes experience, and has won Mayfair Lakes a 

well-deserved reputation for uncompromising excellence.

The intrigue lies in the abundance of lakes and waterways that 

come into play on 13 of  the 18 holes, adding as much challenge 

as aesthetic appeal to the course. Les Furber’s ingenious design 

ensures that each round captivates, no matter how often you play. 

In fact, Mayfair Lakes’ 6,641-

yard Championship course has 

had the privilege of hosting 

many national tour events, and 

continues to rank as a favourite 

among tour professionals.


